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Many fast lube operators are trying to find additional maintenance or repair services to offer 

that will provide a legitimate, needed service to the customer while increasing car counts and 

average tickets for the operator.  One of the most obvious service additions is transmission 

maintenance services, including filter changes and transmission fluid flushes.  Many operators 

have shied away from this service due to potential liability, time constraints, and technology 

barriers. 

In the 1990’s the industry saw many automobile manufacturers do away with transmission 

dipsticks that prevented the car owner and aftermarket service providers from easily checking 

transmission fluid levels and testing transmission fluid condition. This practice continues in the 

U.S. auto industry today.  

 The typical car owner is not aware of the need or the auto manufacturer’s requirement to 

service the transmission in their car. Unless they are told otherwise, it will not be properly 

serviced until it is too late - and that lack of proper maintenance will greatly shorten its useful 

life.  Checking transmission fluid levels and fluid quality, and replacing when needed, is one of 

the most important steps to maintaining a smooth shifting transmission that will provide 

trouble-free operation for thousands of miles according to the Automotive Oil Change 

Association based in Chicago, Illinois.   

The Automotive Oil Change Association (AOCA) represents over 900 fast lube operators that 

own and operate over 3,600 fast lube operations throughout the world.  At the annual AOCA 

International Fast Lube Expo (iFLEX) held earlier this year, one of the many education seminars 

featured Greg Hewgill, Lab Manager for ITW.   

Greg spoke on the different types of transmissions in today’s cars and the importance of using 

the right type of transmission fluid depending on the transmission manufacturer’s 

specifications. One of the main points he made in his presentation was that there are 14 

different types of transmission fluids needed to service the different types of transmissions 

used in vehicles on the road today and that there is no universal transmission fluid that can be 

used to service all of them.   

The different types of transmission fluids available places a burden on the fast lube operator 

because they have to stock all of them in order to properly service the differing manufacturer 

transmissions.  Combine this inventory stocking dilemma with the potential liability of servicing 

a transmission that ceases to operate properly after the fluid and filter change, and many fast 

lube operators are hesitant to provide this service in their stores.   



Like many business opportunities there are risks versus rewards in offering transmission 

maintenance services in your business.  In order to limit the risks the fast lube operator must 

implement strict policies and procedures. 

1.  Constantly remind staff that transmission services are maintenance services and not 

a repair service. Adhere to this policy.  Educate customers about the importance of 

servicing and maintaining their car’s transmission in advance of the service interval so 

that when the service is due they can make an intelligent purchasing decision.  Every 

customer, every car, every time. 

2. Use the transmission manufacturer’s guidelines to determine when the service is due 

based on the vehicle’s mileage and the driving environment (severe service 

requirements).  If the customer has driven the vehicle way beyond the manufacturer’s 

suggested service interval and has not performed the service, do not offer to perform 

the service.  If the vehicle has been abused, such as racing or towing heavy loads, and 

has not been properly prepared and maintained, do not offer to perform the service.  If 

the customer is complaining about hard shifting, slow shifting, transmission shudder, or 

other issues, do not perform the service. 

3.  Carefully select the year, make, and model of every vehicle you are comfortable 

performing transmission maintenance services on. This will allow you to tailor your 

inventory of transmission fluids and filters to service the most profitable transmissions 

that offer the least risk of potential damage claims. If you want to know which 

transmissions have the highest amount of failures, contact a reputable transmission 

shop in your market area. The rebuilder in that shop can tell you which transmissions to 

avoid servicing and the idiosyncrasies of other transmissions that can cause you 

problems.  

4.  Use the proper information and equipment in determining the service procedures for 

the vehicles being serviced.  

5.  Make sure that all fluids and filters used in the transmission service meet or exceed 

the OEM requirements for that specific year, make and model of transmission. 

To learn more about the fast lube and oil change industry, oin AOCA at iFLEX 2015, March 9-11, 

2015.  For more information about this event call AOCA headquarters at (800) 230-0702 or visit 

the association website at AOCA.org. 


